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Agenda

• Reviewing Challenge 3
• More about arithmetic operators

– Increment and decrement
– Assignment operators

• Loops: the “for” loop
• Arrays
• Examples of loops
• Starting Challenge 4
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Challenge 3: Let’s talk about… $
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What is that crazy $ thing we saw in Challenge 3?

$("#quantity_of_gnomes").html(gnomes_needed);



The $ function, explained
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The $ function is really at the heart of something called jQuery.  

we’ll learn more about what jQuery is, and what it can do.  But, 
for now, think of it this way: the “$” means “Select”.  

Now take action on the tag you found.

So, when we say:
$('#mymessage').html('Hello world!’);

The browser selects the tag with the id 
“mymessage”



Increment and decrement

Slide 5

The increment and decrement operators add one (+1) or 
subtract one (-1), respectively, to their operand.

Operator Example Same As
++ x++ x = x + 1

-- x-- x = x - 1

Example
var x = 10;
x++;     //x becomes 11

var y = 7;
y--;     //y becomes 6



Assignment operators
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An assignment operator assigns a value to its left operand 
based on the value of its right operand.

Operator Example Same As
+= x += y x = x + y

-= x -= y x = x - y

*= x *= y x = x * y

/= x /= y x = x / y

Example
var x = 10;
x += 5;     //this is the same as x = x + 5

//that is, x = 10 + 5 = 15



What’s a loop?
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In programming, a “loop” is a series 
of statements (called “a block of 
code”) that repeats for a specified 
number of iterations.  

It’s a programmatic way of doing the 
same thing over and over again.



Consider this example
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Consider this example that adds the numbers from 1 through 5

var sumOfNumbers = 0;
sumOfNumbers += 1;
sumOfNumbers += 2;
sumOfNumbers += 3;
sumOfNumbers += 4;
sumOfNumbers += 5; 
// Result is 15



What if you have to repeat for numbers 1 through 30?
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It would be more 
efficient if we rewrite 
the code using loops



The syntax of a JavaScript for loop

For example: Write the numbers 1 to 100 to the console.

for (var x = 1; x <= 100; x++)  {
console.log(x);

}

x is declared and 
assigned a value.

The loop continues while 
this expression is true.

A shorthand way of 
saying x = x + 1

The syntax of a for loop
for (counter initialization; condition; increment expression) {

statements
}

The for loop will execute the statements a number of times
• counter initialization is executed (once) before the execution of 

the statements.
• condition defines the condition for executing the statements.
• increment expression is executed (every time) after the statements 

has been executed.



Another (simple) example of a for loop
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We’re using a variable to 
control the number of iteration.

Thinking ahead! We establish 
sumOfNumbers here so we can use 
it later in the loop.

A for loop that adds the numbers from 1 through 5

var sumOfNumbers = 0;
var numberOfLoops = 5;
for (var counter = 1; counter <= numberOfLoops; counter++ ) {

sumOfNumbers += counter;
}
console.log(sumOfNumbers);



Another example of a for loop
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var investment = 10000; 
var annualRate = 7.0; 
var years = 10; 
var futureValue = investment; 
for ( var i = 1; i <= years; i++ ) { 
    futureValue += futureValue * annualRate / 100; 
} 
console.log(futureValuetoFixed(2));   // displays 19671.51 
 

Other ways that the future value calculation  
could be coded 

futureValue = futureValue + (futureValue * annualRate / 100); 

//Either the above line or the line below are good substitutes 
futureValue = futureValue * (1 + (annualRate / 100)) 

Let’s see a loop at work!
(see rocket_06.html in rocket2.zip)



What’s an array?

• An array is a data type that can contain one or more items called elements. 
• Each element stores a value that you can refer to with an index. 
• The length of the array indicates the number of elements that it contains.
• In short, an array is a structure that allows us to store multiple pieces of 

similar data.



The syntax for creating an array
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Two ways to create an array in JavaScript
Using the new keyword with the Array object name
var arrayName = new Array(length);

Using an array literal
var arrayName = [];

Example: statements that creates an array
var totals = []; // an empty array



How to add values to an array
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This number, inside the square brackets, is the index to the array.  It 
indicates what piece of the array we are going to add a value to.

QUESTION: What is the index of the first value in the above array?

Careful! JavaScript arrays are zero-based and that is often a source of 
trouble for first-time coders.

Now that the totals array exist, and some values have been assigned to it, 
I can use totals[2], totals[1] and totals[0] like any other primitive variable.



How big is the array?
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QUESTION: Using the totals array from the last slide, what number 
would this command display?  

console.log(totals.length);

A statement that gets the length of an array
var count = totals.length; 

//put the size of the array
//in a variable named “count”

How to add a value to the end of an array
totals[totals.length] = 135.75;

JavaScript arrays have a length property

arrayName.length



Using the for loop to work with arrays
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Put numbers 0 through 9 into an array
var numbers = [];
for (var i = 0; i < 10; i++) {

numbers[i] = i; 
}

Code to display the numbers in the array
var numbersString = "";
for (var i = 0; i < numbers.length; i++) {

numbersString += numbers[i] + " "; 
}
console.log(numbersString);



Using the for loop to work with arrays(2)
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QUESTION: What one line of code here could we add after “what’s next” 
that would write the sum of totals to the console?  What about the 
average?  Recalling last week’s challenge, what else could we do to report 
the result of our calculation? (see rocket_07.html) 

Code that puts four values into an array
var totals = [];  //create the empty array
totals[0] = 111.95;
totals[1] = -112.25;
totals[2] = 105;
totals[3] = -95.75;

Code that sums the values in the array
var sum = 0;
for (var i = 0; i < totals.length; i++) {

sum += totals[i];
}
// what’s next?



So… what are loops good for?
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Generating repetitive 
HTML.  <table> rows, 
<select> options, <ul> 

items, <ol> items.

Performing a 
calculation that 
requires iterations.

Stepping though each 
element of an array.

Any combination of the 
above!

(see rocket_08.html) 



Before continue… What are .html versus 
.append?
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In Challenge 3 we saw this

$("#quantity_of_gnomes").html(gnomes_needed);

In rocket_08.html we are using 

$('#crew').append(some_html);

Key difference: 
.html replaces any existing content in the selected tag with the new 
content. 
.append inserts/appends new content to the end of the existing 
content in the selected tag.



Challenge 4: BMI Plus (Due Saturday midnight)

• There are three distinct problems about “for” loops

• Problem #1: Find the sum of all the multiples of 5 or 7 below 1000.
– e.g., 5, 7, 10, 14, 15, 20, 21, …., 994

• Problem #2: Write a loop that generates the powers of 2.  Start at 21

and end at 220.  Display the powers of two in an ordered list.

• Problem #3: Add rows to an existing HTML table to shows a user’s 
current height and weight, plus or minus up to ten pounds, and the 
corresponding BMI calculations. Also indicate if a BMI score is 
categorized as underweight, healthy, overweight, or obese.
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